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n-metal-oxide catalysts. a, ABO3 perovskite structure. b, Oxygen reduction activity of LaCu0.5Mn0.5O3
V s21 scan rate and rotation rates of 100, 400, 900 and 1,600 r.p.m. The Koutecky–Levich analysis (inset) of
transfer reaction. c, Specific activities of LaCu0.5Mn0.5O3 , LaMnO3 , LaCoO3 and LaNiO3. The potential at
parison (shown as the intersection between the activity and the horizontal grey dashed line). d, Potentials at
M-shaped relationship with d-electron number. Data symbols vary with type of B ions (Cr, red; Mn, orange; Fe,
purple), where x ¼ 0 and 0.5 for Cr, and 0, 0.25 and 0.5 for Fe. Error bars represent standard deviations of at

vity of oxides, in contrast to
Matsumoto et al.18–20, which
activity of oxide electrodes
on and filling of a s * band
-metal ions and a molecular
on of the molecular-orbital
rted by a large number of
etal oxides favours electron
ctron state22–24. Herein, we
governs the ORR activity of
is the extent of s *-antibond-metal ions. This hypothesis
ORR activity with greater
tal and oxygen) bond, as

Fig. 1c. Because all 15 oxide catalysts had comparable Tafel
slopes of !60 mV per decade (Supplementary Fig. S1), the
dashed line in Fig. 1c shows that the intrinsic activity for each catalyst can be assessed by the potential to achieve a given specific
ORR current (25 mA cm22
ox ). For LaCu0.5Mn0.5O3 , LaMnO3 ,
LaCoO3 and LaNiO3 , this specific activity current can be reached
at potentials of 781(+15), 834(+24), 847(+3) and 908(+8) mV
versus RHE, respectively. A higher potential indicates higher electroStabilization
key reaction
intermediate
catalytic activity•for
a given oxide. It isof
interesting
to note that oxides
such as LaMnO3þd and LaNiO3 have intrinsic ORR activity comparable to state-of-the-art Pt/C (Supplementary Fig. S2).

ORR activity descriptor identification
To identify an ORR activity descriptor, we begin by examining the

allows for convenient OER

PC-SOFC/EC: conclusions

TCO features of A-doped SFMO explored with first-principles calculations
§ KSFMO presents the lowest DEformVO
§ Only KSFMO is likely to be a good e- conductor upon hydration
§ KSFMO migration barriers are as low as those of BaCeO3
(no concerted rotation)

Ana B. Muñoz-García
& M. Pavone
Chem. Mater. 28, 490 (2016)

Catalytic capabilities for OER/ORR explored using the TSHE
Ana B. Muñoz-García
& M. Pavone
J. Mater. Chem. A. 5, 12735 (2017)

§ Peculiar surface reconstruction of Mo-VO-Fe
§ Electronic structure of highly uncoordinated Fe
is good for ORR in KSFMO
§ OOH stabilization thanks to MoO4 is good for OER in KSFMO

KSFMO proposed as bifunctional electrode for PC-SOFC/ECs

CASE 3: DFT-based calculations to investigate the
surface reactivity of transition emtal oxides

§ ZrO2 and Fe-doped ZrO2 for ORR in PEMs
Collaboration with TUM: Madkikar, Menga, Harzer,
Mittermeier, Siebel, Wagner, Merz, Schuppler, Nagel,
Muñoz-García, Pavone, Gasteiger, Piana
§ CuFeO2 delafossite for CO2 photoconversion to fuels

Defective … but effective!

Fe-doped ZrO2 as ORR catalysts in PEMFCs
§

Communication in J. Electrochem Soc (2017) [1]
§ Enhanced ORR activity with Fe-doped ZrO2 catalysts wrt single components
(Fe:Zr ratio 0.02-0.08, particle size < 10 nm)

§

§ Joint experimental and theoretical effort:
Open questions:
§ XPS, NEXAFS and 57Fe Mössbauer
§ Nature of Fe coordination
Spectroscopy
§ Understanding of active sites
§ Catalyst performance in PEMFC? § Activity of carbon-supported catalysts:
RRDE & single-cell PEMFC
§ DFT
« Main exp. results relevant to our
DFT modeling
« Dominant presence of isolated
Fe3+ (No Fe0, FeC, Fe2O3)
« Fe-containing ZrO2 much more
active than ZrO2 or Fe (sites?, VO)
« Decrease of H 2 O 2 yield for
increasing catalyst loading (H2O)

[1] Madkikar, Mittermeier, Gasteiger, Piana. J. Electrochem. Soc, 164, F831-F833 (2017)

Structural models and computational details
§
§
§
§

ZrO2 tetragonal
(011) surface [1]
48 f.u. (144 atoms)
FeZrà ~2%TOT ~6%SURF (at.)

S
SS
B

Pristine vs Fe-doped ZrO2
§
§
§
§

VO formation energy
O2 adsoprtion à active sites
OOH formation (1st PCET)
H2O vs H2O2 formation (2nd PCET)

DFT-PBE+U – PBC
U-J (Zr d, Fe d) = 4.0 eV [2,3]
PW-Ecut= 800 eV
3x3x1 Γ k-points mesh
PCETs : TSHE

1
µ (H + ) + µ (e− ) = µ (H 2 )
2
[1] Christensen et al. PRB, 58, 8050 (1998) [2] Muñoz-García et al. ACS Appl. Mat. Inter., 7, 21662 (2015)

[3] Muñoz-García et al. JMCA., 5, 12735 (2017)

Fe oxidation state, surface patterns & VO

PDOS (arb. units)

« Fe likely to be in the surface
E(FeS)-E(FeSS) = - 2.4 eV
« In agreement with experiments, our
calculations predict Fe3+ (d5 HS)
« µ = 4.17 µB
« Fully occupied α states
« Empty β states

Pure ZrO2

Fe-doped ZrO2

5.68
5.84
*all EformVO
in eV

0.60
0.30

Zr-rich region in Fe:ZrO2
(far from Fe)

0.54 (up)
0.74 (down)
Why??
DELOCALIZATION

0.80
0.07

Active sites for O2 adsoprtion
Pure ZrO2

Fe-doped ZrO2
+5.68 +1.58
-4.10

+5.84
-5.62
+0.12

-0.02
-0.02

*all E in eV

+0.60 +2.81
+2.21
+0.30
-0.53
-0.23
+0.80
+2.19
+2.99

« O2 ads in pure ZrO2
« Weak - on Zr
« Strong - on up VO (but low [Vo] and
overall non favored process)
« O2 ads in Fe-doped ZrO2
« Not on Fe
« Favorable on up Fe-VO-Zr
« Likely on up Zr-VO-Zr

+0.85
+0.85

+0.07
-0.27
-0.20

Zr-rich region in Fe:ZrO2
On Zr

VO (up)

+0.10
+0.10

+0.54
-0.51
+0.03

VO (down)
+0.74
2.55
+3.29

Active sites for O2 adsoprtion
Pure ZrO2

Fe-doped ZrO2
dO-O
1.23 Å

dO-O
1.46 Å
Negligible SurfaceàO2
charge transfer

dO-O
1.36 Å

dO-O
1.48 Å

Significant SurfaceàO2
charge transfer (~1.40 e-)

Product formation & selectivity
Pure ZrO2

Fe-doped ZrO2
H2O2

Stable Zr-bound OOH
H2O

H2O

*OOH + H + + e− → * + H 2O2

Stable OOH

Dissociated OOH

*OOH + H + + e− → *O + H 2O
ΔE (2PCET) (eV)

H2O2

H2O

ZrO2

-0.558

0.271

Fe-VO-Zr (1)

1.227

-1.321

Fe-VO-Zr (2)

-

-1.355

Zr-VO-Zr

-0.444

-0.994

H2O
H2O2
Stable OOH

CuFeO2 for solar fuel production
Acqueous media
Product

Half-cell reaction

HCOOH

CO2 + 2 H+ + 2 e-

HCOOH

-0.58

CO

CO2 + 2 H+ + 2 e-

CO + H2O

-0.51

H2CO

CO2 + 4 H+ + 4 e-

H2CO + H2O

-0.48

CH3OH

CO2 + 6 H+ + 6 e-

CH3OH + H2O

-0.39

CH4

CO2 + 8 H+ + 8 e-

CH4 + 2 H2O

-0.24

H2

2 H2O + 2 e-

• Low efficiencies (chained losses)
• High Overpotentials
• Poor stability

CuFeO2
§ Eg=1.52 eV
§ p-doped à IPCE 14%, HCOOH production [1]
§ CuFeO2/CuO tuned to HCOOH/acetate [2]
§ CO2 activation on CuFeO2 surface?
§ Reaction Mechanism?
§ It is possible to go beyond HCOOH?
[1] J. Gu, et al., J. Phys. Chem. C, 117, 12415 (2013)

E0 vs NHE (V)

[2] X. Yang et al., ACS Catal., 7, 177 (2017)

H2 + 2 OH-

-0.41

• Poor selectivity
• Competition with HER
• High PCET kinetically hindered

Onset Potentials

2PCET

CO

HCOOH

UONSET

0.30

0.22

PDS

2nd PCET

1st PCET

4PCET

H2CO

UONSET

0.96

PDS

4th PCET

CH3OH

CH3OH

(via *CO)

(via *OCH2O)

UONSET

0.48

2.99

PDS

5th PCET

4th PCET

6PCET

Routes for methanol production

§
§

Enhance CO route by stabilizing 1° PCET on O (1b)
For 1st PCET on C route find the way to stabilize adsorbed H2CO (4a)

Electrocatalysis: conclusions & perspectives
DFT picture compatible with experimental outcomes
FeZr in ZrO2 is Fe3+ (HS)
Fe induces VO in ZrO2
ORR on
Different nature of active sites for ORR
Fe-doped ZrO2
« ZrO2
à surface Zr
« Fe:ZrO2 à Fe-VOZr and Zr-VO-Zr
« Product selectivity explained
« 1st PCET make (mainly) stable OOH species in both materials
« 2nd PCET forms H2O2 on ZrO2 and H2O (with some H2O2 ) in Fe:ZrO2
«
«
«
«

CO2 reduction
on CuFeO2

« Surface oxygen vacancies needed to activate CO2
« In agreement with experiments, our calculations
predict that HCOOH is the main CO2RR product
« Lowest UONSET
« HCOOH desorption
« Promising features to get to methanol:
« CO stable on CuFeO2
« Low UONSET

Density Functional Embedding Theory
Problem: To treat a localized feature (e.g. impurity,
vacancy, etc.) embedded in an infinite background.
Challenge: Need explicit treatment of electron correlation,
beyond that provided by Kohn-Sham DFT.

cluster
environment

Strategy: Model as a finite cluster in a QM-based effective
extended crystal potential υemb.
Partition of the total system into a cluster region (I)
and background/environment (II)

Etot [ ρtot ] = Ecluster [ ρcluster ] + Eenv [ ρenv ] + Eint [ ρcluster , ρenv ]
Vemb [ ρ cluster , ρ env ] =
+ υemb[ρcluster,ρenv]

δEint
δρ cluster

• Accurate QM for cluster region (e.g., CASPT2, MRSDCI)
• Embedding potential: low level QM method, e.g. DFT

C. Huang, M. Pavone, E. A. Carter J. Chem. Phys. 2011, 134, 154110
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Density Functional Embedding Theory (DFET)
for molecular and extended covalent systems
• So far ECW have only be applied for systems with well defined partitions
• There are problems for covalent systems and dangling chemical bonds

dehydrogenation energies (eV)
ONIOM
(PBE0:LDA)

Embed
(PBE0:LDA)

PBE0

(a)

3.42

3.50

3.55

(b)

5.05

5.05

5.05

(c)

4.79

4.65

4.71

(d)

5.30

5.00

4.98

C. Huang, A. B. Muñoz-Garcia, M. Pavone J. Chem. Phys. 145, 244103, 2016

Density Functional Embedding Theory (DFET)
for molecular and extended covalent systems
electron densities for the graphene partitions

Co (S=3/2) adsorption energy (eV)
ONIOM
Embed
(PBE+U:PBE) (PBE+U:PBE)

244103-7

2.88

Huang, Muñoz-Garcı́a, and Pavone

countor plot
of the local embedding potential
FIG. 6. The L-curve analysis for choosing the penalty coefficient

. The x
axis is the logarithm of the integration of the square of the mismatch between
(nclu + nenv ) and ntotal . The y axis is the logarithm of the square of the norm
of the embedding potential’s gradient.

2.38

J. Chem. Phys. 145, 244103 (2016)

binding energy vs Co µ

FIG. 7. The binding energies of Co adsorbed on the hollow site of the
graphene (3 ⇥ 3 unit cell), computed using the covalent embedding
B method and
ONIOM. The benchmark is obtained by performing the PBE + U calculations
on the total Co/graphene system.

From a practical
point J.ofChem.
view, Phys.
we are145,
interested
in 2016
C. Huang, A. B. Muñoz-Garcia,
M. Pavone
244103,
whether the embedding results are sensitive to the unphysical
fluctuations of V emb obtained with a small . Again, we found

2.37

PBE+U

and ONIOM, respectively. Both of them are very close to the
benchmark. There are several reasons for why ONIOM agrees

DFT-based embedding: conclusions and perspectives
•

•

•
•
•

DFET allows for multi-scale ab initio calculations of complex systems,
focusing the computational efforts for post-HF level of theory on a limited
portion of the total system
An effective scheme can be exploited to study covalent extended systems as
for example graphene, carbon nanotube
DFET study of complex molecular systems where long range electronic
polarization effects are not described by ONIOM or QM/MM
DFET for spectroscopic properties: solid state NMR
DFET for molecular dynamics
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